Executive Summary
SciDAC researchers attempt to answer some of the most important and difficult questions in science using state-of-the-art parallel computing systems and experimental facilities. The output from these simulations and experiments is so voluminous and complex, advanced visualization technologies must also be developed to interpret the calculated results. Even though over the years we have also made a lot of progress in advancing the visualization technology, we are barely capable of visualizing and analyzing terascale data to its full extent, and petascale datasets are on the horizon. Parallel visualization is the most plausible path to making sense of petascale datasets at full data integrity; however, new visualization technology will be necessary to enable understanding of these datasets. This technology must be readily adapted to new applications, portable to the wide variety of systems in use, and scalable to allow for timely rendering of results. Simply creating and distributing such technology is not adequate. Only though active outreach and education will this technology become part of the toolkit that scientists use on a daily basis.
We believe that a coordinated approach to enabling visualization at this scale is critical to the success of computational and experimental science. We propose to establish the SciDAC Institute for Ultrascale Visualization to advance parallel visualization technology to enable knowledge discovery from petascale datasets and to educate SciDAC application scientists and the larger community on how to best use these tools. The proposed Institute will bring together a critical mass of leading experts from visualization, highperformance computing, and science application areas to accomplish these two goals.
The research section of the Institute will address all aspects of parallel visualization technology. We will develop a more complete suite of parallel visualization techniques, not limited to, for example, isosurface and volume rendering. This suite will be portable to a variety of platforms, from small clusters to high-end computing systems. Building this suite will require leveraging the techniques made available by visualization SAPs and CETs as well as the greater visualization community. Prototype systems and tools building will target a focused set of application areas including Accelerator Physics, Astrophysics, Combustion, and Fusion; over time, we will include the majority of the DOE SC application areas. As a natural extension of this work, we will produce application-oriented benchmarks that allow us to access the capabilities of these visualization tools. Software developed as part of the Institute will be made available through our participation in SciDAC applications, collaborating SAPs and CETs, and deployment plan made with several of the DOE laboratories. We will integrate existing tools when appropriate. For example, we will leverage the tools developed by the ASCI Trilabs in production-level parallel visualization. We will extend and evaluate the functionalities of those production systems and make them accessible to a broader user community.
Our second goal is to make parallel visualization technology a commodity for SciDAC scientists and the broader community. Outreach and education is critical to the success of visualization technologies in the scientific community. Through the Institute we will foster the exchange of knowledge between universities, DOE laboratories, and industry to make parallel visualization an integrated component in the scientific discovery process. We will organize and host workshops to facilitate these discussions, and also deliver tutorials at major high-performance scientific computing conferences to disseminate new technologies.
Visualiation has shown to lead to profound level of insights and understanding of massive amount of data, and can revolutionize the very process of scientific discovery itself. The SciDAC Institute for Ultrascale Visualization will ensure that visualization solutions for petascale data are developed in a timely manner and that these tools are familiar to SciDAC scientists.
Proposed Research
A research component for the proposed Institute is absolutely needed because we must meet both short-term and long-term needs of SciDAC science applications. The proposed Institute team has a close relationship with several computational science projects beyond the SciDAC program that have a substantial visualization needs as well as missions important to the DOE Office of Science. We will develop and evaluate parallel visualization strategies on diverse platforms including general-purpose clusters, dedicated visualization clusters, and especially general-purpose massively parallel supercomputers. The proposed research and development will complement rather than duplicate other visualization SAP/CET efforts. We will include deployment planning in our research and development process from the beginning. The outreach and education component of the Institute will allow us to set up venues for the important communication and collaboration with other visualization SAP/CET efforts as well as the application scientists who will be the users of the deployed technology.
Our team has expertises covering the full spectrum of parallel visualization technology, and we have identified and are qualified to address the following five critical technology focus areas:
• Parallel visaulization framework and API (Lead: Humphreys)
• Parallel I/O (Lead: Ross)
• Parallel visualization algorithms (Lead: Shen)
• Parallel architectures and graphics hardware (Lead: Owens)
• Parallel visualization tools (Lead: Wylie)
Parallel Visualization Framework and API
In the past few years, clusters of PCs have emerged as a viable option for both scalable computation and visualization. For example, the cluster rendering software, Chromium [23] , has been put into production use in many academic, government, and industry labs around the world, and has been particularly widely used within the Department of Energy (Left image in Figure 2 .1). With such a software infrastructure, clusters equipped with graphics accelerators can provide a scalable solution for interactive visualization of large-scale datasets. Despite this success, scalable commodity-based graphics systems only address part of the problem. Scalable graphics technology could be having a far larger impact on terascale-petascale visualization if we address several key remaining challenges.
First, commodity technology is not designed for scalability. This is an issue not only with the graphics in commodity PC's, but also with other system components that are crucial to high performance computing (e.g., the disk I/O subsystem). Furthermore, graphics applications stress commodity clusters in very different ways from traditional high-performance computing workloads. This can lead to performance and scalability issues, particularly in the network. It is often possible to get increased performance up to some limit, but scaling beyond that limit is fundamentally prohibited by the architecture. This suggests that we adopt an approach that is applicable both to clusters and large multiprocessors.
Second, cluster-based graphics is hard to use. Although our research has made progress in the usability of the programming interface, clusters are typically used to drive custom-written applications in a 'visualization center'-a dedicated room with large, high-resolution display technology and novel interaction techniques (Right image in Figure 2 .1). These environments are useful (and this proposed research will continue to support them), but many users simply desire additional performance in their familiar desktop environment. Because cluster graphics has, to date, remained a specialized application requiring users to Figure 2 .1: Left: DMX, Chromium, and VisIT driving a tiled display wall at LLNL. Image courtesy Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories. Right: Display walls offer a very high resolution view of datasets, but require considerable space and new, unfamiliar interaction techniques [7] . Example courtesy François Guimbretiè re, University of Maryland.
learn new applications and new interaction techniques or devices, it remains on the fringe of visualization research.
Third, network bandwidth is limited and unpredictable. Solving the aforementioned usability problem requires delivering some form of content (imagery, geometry, etc.) remotely to users' desktops. While the network connecting the computers in a cluster is typically tightly controlled and high-bandwidth, the network connecting the cluster to the user tends not to be. Many buildings are still wired with 10-or 100-megabit networks, and any visualization solution should behave acceptably in such an environment. Furthermore, very remote users (such as those in another city) will likely have substantially less bandwidth, and that bandwidth will tend to fluctuate greatly. Most rendering systems neither adapt nor degrade gracefully in the face of unpredictable bandwidth.
Finally, popular visualization systems have been slow to adopt scalable rendering infrastructures to support terascale-petascale datasets. Most users want to continue using their existing visualization APIs and packages to view their datasets. Addressing these problems is of particular interest to the DOE and a primary focus of our project.
Preliminary Studies
Professor Humphreys is the primary creator of the Chromium system [23, 21, 22, 4] , which is in wide deployment in academic, industry, and research labs worldwide. Chromium has had a tremendous impact on the high-performance visualization community; dozens of derivative papers have been published, and Chromium-based systems have been commercialized by several companies, including IBM.
Chromium allows existing graphics applications to be used on a cluster without modification, significantly lowering the entry barrier for users who need ultra-large scale displays to adequately explore their datasets. In addition, applications that use Chromium to enable parallel rendering can continue to use the familiar OpenGL API, the industry standard for scientific visualization.
We believe that one key feature of a successful scalable graphics system is remote access. Professor Humphreys has already made some preliminary progress towards this goal by developing two key technologies and releasing them to early adopters. The first is the Chromium Utility Toolkit (CRUT). CRUT allows nodes in a parallel rendering application to receive traditional interaction events, such as keypresses and mouse clicks. These events can be received through a callback mechanism that requires the application to relinquish control of the main loop, or through a polling mechanism that does not. Through careful event management, he has been able to achieve low-latency remote interaction with parallel graphics applications using an uncontrolled network that was not dedicated to this task [1] . The other key technology for remote rendering is streaming compressed video from a cluster. Using off-the-shelf commodity compression codecs, he was able to display the final imagery of a cluster-parallel graphics application on a user video (http://www.cs.virginia.edu/˜humper/cr.mp4).
Furthermore, he has demonstrated that Chromium works well with higher-level visualization approaches, such as scene-graphs [2] . Further exploration of this sort of vertical integration is crucial to bringing the benefits of commodity scalable rendering to a much wider audience.
Research, Development, and Deployment
We propose a three-pronged research program that addresses major issues in usable high-performance visualization systems: remote access, compatibility with commodity network infrastructure, and seamless integration with higher-level visualization frameworks. If the proposed research is successful, it will impact not only terascale-petascale visualization, but also ubiquitous computing. This research has the potential to completely change the way we interact with visual information by making it accessible from anywhere.
The overarching goal of this research is to enable interactive, remote visualization of complex timevarying data. More concretely, the system will support remote, interactive rendering of a billion-cell finite element mesh over an existing network, using a 128 CPU cluster like the one recently deployed at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Professor Humphreys has built a 32 CPU replica of that cluster at the University of Virginia, so he is particularly well positioned to help build such a system and verify this claim. We will also ensure that our infrastructure supports large multiprocessors so that we can affect users for whom clusters are not a viable solution.
1. Applications for scalable remote rendering. Chromium, graphics-enabled clusters, and scalable graphics applications could be having an even broader impact than they are today. One of the key reasons for this is the fact that clusters are typically tied to a "visualization center" dedicated room containing specialized display and interaction equipment, as well as its own dedicated network. While these centers typically offer some unique features, such as high-resolution wall-sized displays, many users want highperformance visualization tightly integrated into their desktop working environment. Our goal is to add support for flexible remote rendering to Chromium so that the combined rendering power of a cluster can be delivered to multiple remote displays simultaneously.
The remote rendering technologies mentioned in Section 2.1.1 are very much in their infancy, and we are eager to develop multiple large-scale applications that truly stress these new features so that we can understand their limitations and determine how to overcome them. The applications Professor Humphreys' team develop will focus on specific domains in scientific visualization. We anticipate collaborating closely with multiple domain experts to demonstrate the viability of a remote cluster-rendering service. This will likely involve an extended visit (e.g., three months in the summer) by a graduate student to a DOE lab in the second year of the research.
Professor Humphreys will also actively seek collaborators at the University of Virginia. There are several groups in the Engineering School, the College of Arts and Sciences, and the Medical School who would benefit from the ability to utilize a scalable visualization resource, such as:
• The Center for Advanced Computational Technology in the Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering department. This center conducts research on ways to apply cutting-edge computational technology to aerospace engineering.
• The Compuatational Astrophysics group, led by Dr. John Hawley. This group regularly performs very large physical simulations whose results lend themselves to visual exploration.
• The Biomedical Imaging Program. This program strives to revolutionize the way medicine is practiced and to facilitate the transfer of technology from the engineering school to the medical school.
2. A Network Aware Graphics System. In most high-performance systems, bandwidth is precious. This is true even of custom VLSI applications such as graphics accelerators where, in almost all instances, bandwidth is the limiting performance factor (although some of the more revolutionary uses of programmable graphics hardware have been compute-limited [33, 18] ). Depending on the application, the bandwidth bottleneck can be between the disk and the host, between the host and the graphics accelerator (as is most common), or between the graphics accelerator and the framebuffer.
Cluster graphics makes the bandwidth bottleneck even more apparent. Commodity cluster interconnects today operate at peak bandwidths of a few hundred megabytes per second, which is two orders of magnitude slower than the bandwidths available inside a hardware implementation of the graphics pipeline. Despite this limitation, we have shown that effective high-performance graphics architectures can be built using clusters [23] .
The situation becomes more complex, however, when the eventual display is separated from the cluster by a lower-bandwidth network. Professor Humphreys' research aims to enable the sharing of a cluster by large groups, so the image delivery system will likely have to use an existing networking infrastructure, sharing bandwidth with file transfers, web browsing, e-mail, and other unpredictable network activities. To cope with this situation, we propose to enhance the graphics system to constantly monitor the properties of the underlying image delivery network. These performance measurements will then be used to modify the behavior of the graphics system as the application is running.
A simple example of such an adaptation would be compression quality. The remote image delivery system could change the video streaming (or the actual encoder being used) in response to changes in available bandwidth. This would allow the graphics system to make an intelligent tradeoff between interactivity and image quality. Other ways of achieving this tradeoff could be explored as well, such as on-the-fly video zooming.
Proper system adaptation to changing resource constraints is absolutely essential in order for the cluster to be shared among many users. We envision a usage model where a single cluster, located in a machine room, serves the visualization needs of an entire community, such as a group, department, or entire school. In order for this usage model to be effective, the cluster rendering system must be able to fairly assign resources to multiple parallel rendering jobs running simultaneously. We will build a front-end to a remote visualization resource that allows cluster administrators to enforce a flexible resource allocation policy. For example, scientists with frequent high-fidelity visualization needs might receive streams with less aggressive compression than more casual users. In addition, when a new user launches a job on the cluster, existing jobs should degrade gracefully, rather than taking an all-or-nothing view of the remote resource. This sort of graceful degradation and careful policy implementation will be crucial for widespread adoption of this work.
Once this initial effort is completed, more advanced forms of network-aware graphics will be explored. Avenues of research include (i) automatic generation of image-based impostors, (ii) compression of graphics API representations, and (iii) application-level support for network instrumentation.
3. Integration with Existing Visualization Systems. We will port existing visualization systems to the proposed scalable rendering infrastructure, and evalaute their performance using a variety of applications. Our near-term goal is to provide scientists an immediate scalable solution that can maximize the utilization of their loccal cluster computing resources, and eventually extend this capability to larger systems to address petascale visualization.
The proposed infrasturcture can turn an existing visualization system such as Paraview or VisIt into a remote visualization system. The ability to convert between geometry and imagery automatically at run time, without explicit application support, and for only portions of the scene is completely novel. Furthermore, by using the instrumentation of network resources, an application could, for example, use the current network bandwidth as an input to a level of detail selection algorithm. Coupled with the automatic, immediate mode version of variable-precision rendering, progressive visualization can be readily supported.
When visualizing large time-varying data, I/O often is the bottleneck because each time step must be transferred to the main/video memory for rendering. We will work on incoporating appropriate parallel I/O support into our scalable rendering framework.
Parallel I/O
Data management and access has become a critical issue for DOE applications. Across the board, from simulation-driven applications to experimental and information-intensive applications, we see a consistent demand for technologies that aid in high-performance and convenient access to storage resources for the purposes of storage, analysis, distribution, and visualization [8] .
As simulations continue to scale to larger node counts, these applications are moving away from the naive "file per process" model of storing data and are instead using high-level I/O libraries, such as HDF5 [20] and Parallel netCDF [28] to store output in single, self-describing files. These libraries in turn rely on MPI-IO implementations to provide key optimizations that better tailor access to the characteristics of the underlying file system. Figure 2 .2 shows the resulting I/O software stack sitting between the application and the storage hardware.
These high-level I/O libraries provide a significant improvement in Figure 2 .2: State-of-the-art applications leverage a complex stack of software to manage storage resources.
usability over previous solutions, both by better organizing data and by providing interfaces that more closely match the data models of applications. However, the increase in software layers between the application and the storage hardware makes identification of performance problems, and tuning to solve these problems, more involved. At the same time, these layers implement important optimizations, such as collective and noncontiguous I/O optimizations, that can result in overall higher performance. In this data rich environment, an important component of effective visualization is streamlining access to the data that is to be analyzed and interpreted. Parallel I/O techniques must be employed to match I/O rates with computation, just as in the applications themselves. Further, the opportunities and difficulties associated with the use of I/O software stacks issues are just as applicable when this data is subsequently accessed for visualization purposes. However, in contrast to simulations that normally compute for large periods of time between I/O operations, the visualization process is often very I/O intensive. This makes it even more important to correctly address I/O in this arena.
Preliminary Studies
The PIs on this proposal are uniquely qualified to attack the problem of achieving efficient I/O for parallel visualization. Dr. Ross leads the development and support of the PVFS2 parallel file system [5] and the Parallel netCDF high-level I/O library [28] and actively participates in the development and support of the ROMIO MPI-IO implementation [41] . These tools form a complete I/O software stack that may be deployed on a variety of systems (and in particular Linux clusters) at no additional cost. In fact, these components are the same ones deployed at many large computing centers; ROMIO is the basis of the IBM BG/L, Cray X1E and XT3, and MPICH2 and OpenMPI MPI-IO implementations, PVFS2 has been deployed at sites including Argonne National Laboratory, Ohio Supercomputer Center, and by the commercial data management company Acxiom, and Parallel netCDF is being built and installed on many HEC systems.
In addition to his involvement in these core technologies, through the Scientific Data Management ISIC Dr. Ross has been actively engaged with application scientists over the past five years. Previous experience with application groups has led to significant increases in performance for targeted computational science applications such as the ASCI/Alliance FLASH astrophysics application [35, 28] . His inclusion in SciDAC science proposals in the areas of astrophysics and molecular dynamics show his dedication to applying I/O best practices in application codes. Finally, Dr. Ross is actively engaged in outreach. In the past 4 years Dr. Ross has participated in 9 tutorials (5 in the SC conference series), organized 4 Birds of a Feather sessins, and given 8 invited talks at laboratories, workshops, and conferences, all covering various aspects of parallel I/O.
Research, Development and Deployment
There are three general areas in which changes to the I/O process might be most effective. In the short term, analysis of I/O patterns in key visualization codes can be used to identify ways to better use existing I/O stacks in these codes. Application of advanced I/O techniques such as collective, asynchronous, and noncontiguous I/O operations can significantly improve the utilization of I/O resources and hide the actual latency of I/O operations. By applying these techniques in key visualization codes we can provide examples of best-practice, and through publishing these results we can better disseminate these results to a large visualization audience.
Analysis of the I/O stack itself will identify opportunities for an optimized I/O stack for visualization. These optimizations could take a number of forms. Improved caching in these layers might result in fewer overall disk accesses. Better understanding of visualization access patterns might lead to improved prefetching of data. As developers and maintainers of the ROMIO MPI-IO implementation, the PVFS2 parallel file system, and the Parallel netCDF I/O library, we are uniquely positioned to integrate such optimizations into production software and thus provide reference implementations of these optimizations to the community at large.
Finally, new data layouts tuned for visualization may better match I/O patterns with visualization optimizations designed to avoid I/O operations altogether. These optimizations have a significant and beneficial impact on visualization performance, but they also create new opportunities for inefficient I/O. By changing how data is stored we can position data in patterns that are more amenable to these techniques. An important consideration in changing data layout is the impact on the codes that generate the data in the first place, the simulation applications. Through our connections with the Scientific Data Management Center, the Petascale Supernova Initiative, and other scientific groups, we will investigate the tradeoffs between the needs of simulation and visualization codes in order to find the best compromise for overall peran easily contain many billions of polygons or unstructured mesh cells. Unfortunately, our ability to visualize large datasets on a single computer is not increasing nearly quickly enough to keep pace with our ability to create larger datasets. The need for scalable visualization, therefore, seems clear.
Parallel and Distributed Visualization Algorithms
For the past decade, substantial advancements have been made in the field of visualization [26] leading to advances in other disciplines. Many state-of-the-art visualization techniques are becoming available to working scientists though either open-source software toolkits such as VTK or commercial packages such as EnSight. However, the complexity and scale of the data generated by terascale (and soon petascale) simulations present unique challenges that demand greater advancement in fundamental visualization algorithms and system designs. In particular, many of the desirable visualization algorithms such as illustrative rendering techniques [] and new vector field visualization algorithms [], which were designed to run on sequential computers, must be parallelized to be usable for petascale visualization if precision and resolution of the data cannot be tolerated. In case that the intention was to use a sequential computer for studying the data, a compression, feature extraction, or level-of-detail method must be adopted to reduce the data that must be transferred and computed for make possible interactive visualization. For petascale data, either the data is reduced as soon as it is generated (i.e., during the simulation) or a parallel computer must be used to perform the data reduction. Our tasks thus include both the renovation of existing parallel visualization algorithms and parallelization of novel sequential visualization algorithms.
Another important but largely neglected task is to incorporate the rich set of acceleration techniques developed for optimizing various visualization algorithms into an end-to-end parallel visualization pipeline. Often it is not the case that those techniques designed for sequential computers can exhibit scalable speedups when deployed in parallel computing environments. This is because the overhead introduced by those techniques such as additional storage space and I/O for auxiliary data can make it more difficult to process the already very large data set. We will have to bridge the gap between parallel algorithm implementation and state-of-the-art visualization algorithms.
Most of SciDAC applications involve the modeling and analysis of evolving physical phenomena. The resulting time-varying data usually exhibit a strong coherence in both the spatial and temporal domains, which suggests many optimization opportunities in the visualization calculations [30] . For example, it is beneficial to incorporate the time dimension in the multiresolution data hierarchy for parallel visualization so that the user can visualize data with arbitrary combinations of spatial and temporal resolutions without losing much quality. Furthermore, more effective load balancing and culling techniques can be derived by also exploiting the temporal coherence in the data. Our research effort will place strong focus on visualizing time-varying data using parallel computers.
Besides developing parallel visualization algorithms, we will also study how to harvest distributed heterogeneous clusters located at geographically dispersed places to co-process the visualization of petascale data and deliver the results to the scientists' desktops. We will also experiment with the idea of injecting visualization code into appropriate places of the simulations so that the scientists can get an early view of the intermediate simulation output and monitor the progress. This is very crucial for the scientists to identify problems at the earliest possible stage and perform iterative and interactive tuning of their code.
Preliminary Studies
The PIs has conducted extensive studies on end-to-end parallel visualization algorithms for large scale scientific data sets. Specifically, Co-PI Shen has conducted in-depth research on high performance isosurface extraction algorithms [40, 38, 29, 13] , time-varying visualization algorithms [39, 36, 37, 10, 25] , parallel volume rendering for spatio-temporal multiresolution data [43, 14, 44, 42] , load balancing and asynchronous rendering algorithms [15] , and GPU based wavelet reconstruction methods [16] . Co-PI Huang has developed novel algorithms in visibility culling for static and time-varying data [11, 12] , and Internet-based distributed visualization algorithms [9] . Professor Ma has developed .... In the following, we give an overview of our preliminary findings.
For efficient rendering of time-varying data, Co-PI Shen has developed a novel framework for managing and rendering large scale time-varying data. His method is based on a wavelet-based time-space partitioning (WTSP) tree [42] , where a two-stage wavelet transform (3D+1D) is applied to the data in the spatial and temporal domains respectively. During rendering, the wavelet-compressed data stream can be decompressed on-the-fly and rendered using 3D hardware texture mapping. WTSP trees allow on-the-fly random access of data at arbitrary spatial and temporal resolutions. With this framework, it is possible to achieve a high performance rendering rate of time-varying data sets on a single off-the-shelf PC. For the load balancing algorithms, in the case that it is difficult to balance the rendering workload within a single time step, Professor Shen has developed algorithms that can perform more effective load-balancing over a period of time. The goal was to ensure that periodically the workload distribution is adjusted so that there is no processor constantly lagging behind. This is done by a workload based data shuffling scheme with asynchronous ren-dering, where processors do not wait for all the other processors to finish and start compositing, but rather continue rendering frames under a shuffled distribution.
For effective visibility culling, Co-PIs Shen and Huang have developed algorithms that can take advantage of the high coherence in data values between neighboring time steps in an iterative scientific simulation. Not only the coherence exists in the data values, this characteristic similarly contributes to a corresponding coherence in the visibility of volume blocks when these consecutive time steps are rendered. Based on this idea, Professor Huang explored the use of Temporal Occlusion Coherence (TOC) to accelerate visibility culling for time-varying volume rendering [12] . In his algorithm, the opacity of volume blocks is encoded by means of Plenoptic Opacity Functions (POFs) [11] . A coherence-based block fusion technique is employed to coalesce time-coherent data blocks over a span of time steps into a single, representative block. To quickly determine the subvolumes that do not require updates in their visibility status for each subsequent time step, a hierarchical "TOC tree" data structure is constructed to store the spans of coherent time steps and assist run-time occlusion culling.
Distributed and heterogeneous resources have not been the focus of previous visualization research. Few systems have native redundancy designs and fault-tolerant ways of load balancing. At the same time, a difficulty in finding an actually deployed distributed system infrastructure with open access also contributed to the status quo. Collaborating with the strong research groups of distributed computing at the University of Tennessee (headed by Prof's Beck, Plank and Dongarra), Professor Huang has engaged in significant research efforts to employ distributed resources in large-data visualization. In separate publications on SC'03 [9] and IEEE Vis'05 [24] , we have demonstrated feasibility to efficiently visualize 100GB level data sets using computing nodes connected by general wide-area Internet. While we have already designed fault-tolerant load-balancing schemes for volume rendering applications, we have yet to study how such an approach can be generalized to other visualization applications.
Research, Develpment and Deployment
In this research, we will tackle the problem of optimizing the performance of every stage in an end-toend processing pipeline for parallel visualization algorithms. The focus of our work will be: (1) parallel visualization of time-varying data (2) parallel rendering of spatio-temporal multi-resolution data (3) parallel rendering and reconstruction of compressed Data (4) data culling in parallel visualization (5) Distributed Visualization Algorithms, and (6) Simulation-Time Visualization. In the following, we describe each of the topic in detail.
Parallel Rendering of Time-varying Data While in the past researchers have proposed various parallel algorithms to visualize large scale static data, fewer algorithms were designed specifically for analyzing time-varying simulation output.
In this project, scalable parallel visualization algorithms will be designed for visualizing large scale timevarying data. Specifically, we will consider the temporal nature of the underlying data sets when performing task subdivisions and data distributions. As can be seen in many time-varying simulation output, data between consecutive time steps often exhibit a high degree of coherence. The visualization computation can be significantly accelerated if the coherence is utilized. Using volume rendering as an example, when the data in consecutive time steps exhibit temporal coherence, portions of data not changing much over time will not need to be re-rendered. The resulting partial images generated between consecutive time steps can also exhibit a high degree of similarity. To minimize the communication overhead, partial images can be differentially encoded before exchanged for compositing. The final composited frame can also be encoded before sent to the front end for display. Care should be taken when utilizing temporal coherence in parallel rendering so as not to affect the underlying load balancing. The spatial and temporal complexity of different data subblocks need to be considered when distributing the workload. The assignment of tasks should be done in a way that processors rendering data of low complexity in a time interval should be assigned more complex data in the future to avoid any rendering bottleneck among the processors. In addition, synchronization at the end of each frame should be avoided as much as possible, so that processors that finish the computation for the current time step can move on to the next time step immediately.
Since almost all DOE's petascale simulations are time-varying by nature. Our research can be applied, and thus will have a direct impact, to many DOE's applications. We will design automatic algorithms to perform task distributions and accelerated rendering considering the nature of the data generated from those simulations.
Parallel rendering of multi-resolution data.
Level of detail (LOD) rendering of multiresolutional data is an effective way to handle petascale data sets for its ability to trade image quality for computation speed. When the underlying data set is large, visualization of lower resolution data can give the user a quick overview of the simulation output so regions of interest can be more easily identified. Although many visualization systems designed for sequential machines can perform LOD rendering, this feature has not been widely used in parallel visualization environments. The main challenge lies in the difficulty in balancing the workload among the processors when different regions of the data are rendered in different resolutions.
To ensure the scalability of a parallel visualization system, we will study data and task partitioning schemes tailed to the rendering of petascale multiresolution volume data. We will take into account both the error distributions of data at various resolutions as well as the spatial locality when both the image space and object space partitioning schemes are used. Spatial locality can provide important hints for the task and data assignments because nearby regions often tend to be rendered at a similar resolution. Error distributions should be considered because it is important to ensure that, for the purpose of load balancing, errors are evenly distributed among all processors when data at an arbitrary resolutions are rendered. We will design algorithms for visualizing both spatial and temporal multiresolution data.
With a load balanced LOD rendering scheme for parallel visualization algorithm, the scientists will be able to analyze data at different spatial and temporal scales and perform interactive and iterative exploration of the underlying data sets. The load balancing scheme we develop will be used as a common component in the various visualization algorithms related to the focus of this proposed research.
Given any parallel computing platform, our LOD parallel rendering scheme will analyze the data and automatically perform data and task partitioning. We will work with the DOE application scientists to understand the nature of their data sets when designing such a scheme.
Parallel reconstruction and rendering of compressed data. When data are represented in a multiresolution and compressed format, reconstruction needs to be first performed before the actual rendering can take place. To minimize the run time overhead, it is more effective to have the parallel machines perform the reconstruction together with rendering without any intermediate data copying among the processors.
In this research, we will focus on the design of optimal parallel reconstruction and distributions schemes for data in compressed formats aiming to minimize the data dependency and maximize the reconstruction speed. The data decomposition and distribution should take into account the potential cost for data reconstruction. When the multiresolution data is organized as sets of coefficients in a hierarchical tree, such as the wavelet trees proposed by Guthe et al [19] , reconstruction of higher resolution data requires coefficients from intermediate tree nodes, i.e., the low frequency coefficients. As a result, in order to reconstruct the original data, there exists a long chain of data dependency along the tree branches. In addition, different blocks of the data will need some common low frequency coefficients. In this project, we will study how to partition the multiresolution coefficients resulted from various compression schemes to maximize the performance of parallel data reconstruction. We will also study the utilization of GPUs to perform the data reconstruction in parallel. We will investigate the possibility of allowing a certain degree of replication for lower frequency data among the processors to minimize the data dependency among the processors.
Our parallel data reconstruction scheme will become an essential layer to support parallel LOD and time-varying rendering described above. We will work closely with the scientist to design optimal compression and decompression schemes which can preserve important data features in their simulation output. Data culling in parallel visualization. To a large extent, many challenges in handling tera to peta scale datasets can be traced back to one common source. That is, the widening disparity between the available system bandwidth and the amount of data that need to be visualized. Besides accelerating, in essence increasing system bandwidth, it would also be very helpful to intelligently cull away unnecessary data from the entire processing pipeline at a stage as early as possible. In the field of visualization, these techniques are referred to as data culling. The gist of data culling revolves around devising mechanisms to accurately predict which parts of a tera-scale data do not need to be processed. There are three necessary requirements: (i) such predictions must be conservative, so that necessary data are always guaranteed to be pushed through the pipeline. (ii) The predictions must also take place as early as possible. Ideally, the predictions are solely based on compact-sized meta data, without any need to access the actual raw data. (iii) The schemes of data culling must lend themselves to scalable parallel implementations. Data culling invariably introduces a dynamic aspect to parallel visualization, making load balancing a more difficult task. Unfortunately, without parallel load balancing, parallel visualization applications cannot be scaled up to more than hundreds of processors.
In our efforts, we will focus on the entire spectrum of previously proposed data culling metrics, such as methods based on spatial coherence, temporal coherence in the raw data, after applying transfer function, and in view-dependent image space. We will specifically evaluate the suitability of integrating those metrics with well-established data structures, like TSP tree [37] , ETSP [24] , WTSP tree [42] , etc.
We will devise benchmarking test codes that employ various combinations of data culling metrics as well as different data structure to maintain the metric data for data culling. From the benchmarking tests, application developers can evaluate whether each particular data culling technique is appropriate for a specific application. In addition, the benchmarking suites (ref benchmarking) will also serve as example implementations that application developers can directly reference and use. We have already tested initial data culling suites on astrophysics simulation data. We will continue to use astrophysics data to fully develop the benchmarking suites for data culling. We hope to start incorporating data culling suites with other leading SciDAC applications such as turbulence combustion.
Distributed visualization algorithms. Traditional algorithms of parallel visualization often assume an infrastructure consisting of symmetric processors guaranteed to deliver similar performances. This canonical view must be changed to adequately handle tera to peta scale datasets. A few of the top reasons include the following. First, as the number of processors employed increase to hundreds and thousands, it would be a lot more practical and cost-efficient to dynamically use all heterogeneous processing resources available, and not always require processors to be of the same kind. Second, most available parallel rendering packages leverage the concept of pipeline processing. Unfortunately, few existing systems have redundancy designs, and fault-tolerance, in their system architecture. In general, few can gracefully deal with dynamically occurring faulty processors. Without an inherent ability to support fault-tolerance as well as significant parallel accelerations, parallel visualization would not become a technology that can be deployed for production use in peta-scale. When funded, we will focus on the following areas: (1) fault-tolerant methods to load-balance a parallel visualization, (2) integration of established data structures datasets with redundancy; (3) development of visualization-specific mechanisms for resource discovery. Visualization procedures can often benefit from specialized hardware. To efficiently identify potentially usable resources in an heterogeneous environment is non-trivial.
Our plan of work include three steps of increasing difficulty: (i) embarrassingly parallel algorithms, (ii) adaptive and view-dependent parallel algorithms, and finally (iii) to develop fault-tolerant parallel visualization libraries that can serve as benchmarking tests and be utilized by application developers. The capability to leverage as many processors as available not only allows a scientist to use as much processing power as available, but also facilitates sharing of large data among geographically separated users. To all users, the system invariably compose of networked computers that are not local. It is plausible for all users to obtain similar and predictable levels of performance from a common set of distributed processors. After a large data is distributed onto networked processors, there will be no additional overhead of data movement during visualization and analysis. Co-PI Huang's group developed a prototype system of such, capable of visualizing 75GB of astrophysics (TSI) data using 100 distributed processors. This system has already been demonstrated on SC'05 in Seattle, WA. When funded, the institute will expand our study on distributed systems under the common framework of ultrascale visualization, in particular on how to integrate distributed visualization with GPU acceleration, parallel I/O libraries, multi-resolution data and compressed data. Our work on distributed visualization will be deployed in two ways. First, we will provision a test bed for application scientists to exchange and share visualization on a small-scale basis. This framework is not application specific, thus we would be able to support different application areas without much special effort. Second, the key to using distributed processors revolve around how to build fault-tolerant visualization algorithms. A few well tested methods will be packages as benchmarking suites, which will be published by the institute for use by application developers.
Simulation-time visualization. To date, most large data visualization methods rely on an offline preprocessing step to reduce the data. Visualization is almost exclusively done as a postprocessing step. Even though it is desirable to monitor some of the simulations, the cost of moving the simulation output to a visualization machine could be too high to make interactive visualization feasible. A better approach is not to move the (large) data. That is, both simulation and visualization calculations run on the same parallel supercomputer so the data can be shared. Such simulation-time co-processing can render images directly or extract features, which are much smaller than the full raw data, from the data to store for later examination. As a result, the overall scientific discovery process is optimized by reducing both the data transfer and storage costs early in the data analysis pipeline. In practice, however, this approach was seldom adopted because of two reasons. First, most scientists were reluctant to use their supercomputer time for visualization calculations. Second, scientists must understand the features well enough to make the automated extraction effective. Hence, the common practice was to store only selected time steps of the data or to study the stored data at a coarser resolution, which defeats the original purpose of performing the high-resolution simulations.
To address the petascale visualization problem, we ought to investigate this simulation-time visualization option. In fact, many of the scientists we have been working with are convinced that simulation-time feature extraction is a feasible solution to their large data problem. A key fact is that during the simulation time all relevant data about the simulated field are readily available for the extraction calculations. We will study the impact of the simulation-time approach on both the simulation and subsequent visualization tasks. The comprehensive analysis of the computational and storage overhead of employing simulation-time processing that we will produce, will provide scientists with a set of guidelines for adopting such a new approach. To deploy this simulation-time visualization technology, we will work closely with scientists to couple parallel visualization with their parallel simulation code. We will begin with an accelerator simulation code and a turbulence combustion simulation code.
Parallel Architecture and Graphics Hardware
The increasing performance and programmability of graphics hardware motivates its use as not just a rendering platform but also an integral part of the computational resources in large-scale parallel visualization systems. Large-scale parallel systems have become ubiquitous for CPU computation, but are only in their infancy for parallel visualization and GPU computation. In today's visualization and general-purpose computation efforts, the GPU is relegated to a coprocessor role rather than that of a first-class computing peer in the system. With this research we will investigate using the GPU's ability for general-purpose computation to accelerate all stages of the visualization pipeline in an effort to fully utilize all computational resources in the system. Using the GPU in this way requires redesign of the traditional pipeline, demanding research insights into programming models, task scheduling, algorithms, data structures, resource sharing, and dynamic resource allocation that are amenable to parallel CPU-GPU hybrid systems.
The last few years have seen an explosion of single- The programmable floating-point performance of GPUs (measured on the multiplyadd instruction) has increased dramatically over the last four years when compared to CPUs [3, 32] . ATI's most recent GPU delivers an order of magnitude more floating-point performance than an Intel 3.0 GHz dual-core CPU; NVIDIA's flagship GPU also sustains more than three times the memory bandwidth of the Intel CPU (54.4 GB/s vs. 14.8 GB/s); and the cost of an entire GPU board is usually comparable to the cost of a single CPU. chip commodity parallel architectures that promise to shape the future of computation. This rapid emergence is a result of several factors: continued Moore'sLaw growth in the number of transistors per processor die, diminishing returns in increasing the performance of scalar microarchitectures, and hard technical limits on the amount of heat that can be removed from future high-performance scalar processors.
Visualization systems require high-performance graphics capability, and today's GPU is well-suited to provide that performance. However, the recent development of graphics processors that both deliver high performance as well as offer substantial programmability motivate their use not only in graphicsspecific tasks but also in computationally demanding general-purpose applications. The emerging field of general-purpose computation on graphics processors (GPGPU) has demonstrated the utility of the GPU for a wide range of demanding computational problems beyond traditional rendering applications [17, 32] . GPUs offer significant performance (Figure 2.3) , price-performance, and power advantages over CPUs, with technology trends indicating this gap will continue to grow in the future [31] .
The GPU research of today, encompassing both GPGPU and visualization work, however, is not well suited for large-scale visualization systems for two reasons. First, most research targets a single GPU working with a single CPU. Neither the GPU programming model or the low-level interfaces between the CPU and the GPU properly target multi-GPU or clustered GPU systems. Second, in today's systems, the GPU is treated as a coprocessor instead of as a first-class computing resource such as the CPU.
The broad problem we target in this proposal is how to program highly parallel CPU-GPU hybrid systems. Moving toward parallel hardware requires fundamentally rethinking the software model used in programming high-performance applications. It is likely that most traditional scalar programs will not efficiently map to parallel hardware, and thus new approaches to programming these systems are necessary. In fact, we believe the major obstacle to the success of these new hybrid systems will be the difficulty in programming them. As the hardware becomes more complex, the gap between what programmers could achieve and what they actually do achieve will become larger and larger.
Preliminary Studies
At UC Davis, co-PI Owens has led a research group that has concentrated on the problem of how to effectively use the general-purpose capabilities of graphics hardware to write both graphics and general-purpose applications. Some of this work has been done in collaboration with the Advanced Computing Laboratory at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) under Owens's DOE Early Career Principal Investigator Award. In particular, we have investigated the following projects relevant to this proposal:
• Our most significant contribution has been the development of a high-performance library for data structures on graphics hardware called Glift [27] . Glift abstracts the low-level GPU memory model with higher-level abstractions for a broad range of random-access data structures, such as 2D or 3D adaptive multiresolution grids. It also presents a new abstraction for the GPU execution model in terms of data structure iterators.
Abstractions such as the ones in Glift will be vital for enabling programmers harness the power of the GPU. CPU programmers have long had powerful and efficient libraries and interfaces such as STL or MPI, while GPU programmers have few if any abstractions that are commonly shared between different applications.
However, Glift only targets a limited range of data structures, does not target algorithms, and has no support for multi-GPU or clustered hybrid systems.
• We have also begun to look at extending GPU computation to multi-GPU and clustered hybrid systems by communicating through shared memory. Working with our LANL colleagues, we have demonstrated preliminary support for a distributed-shared memory abstraction across multiple GPUs with a single CPU. The GPUs have the ability to share memory pages as well as request and invalidate pages from the other GPU; this support is provided by splitting fragment programs at each memory (texture) access request and sending requests to other GPUs.
Programming model support for multiple GPUs is still quite primitive, and we aim to attack this problem at a system level as described below.
• Finally, our Mio multipass partitioner [34] divides large GPU programs into multiple smaller programs in an efficient manner. This technology, jointly developed between UC Davis and Pixar Animation Studios, with continued work between UC Davis and LANL, was designed to support large shader programs on graphics hardware that did not support programs of this size. However, we aim to use it as a basis for both splitting at memory requests for our DSM abstraction as well as to investigate parallelizing large shader programs.
Looking at the parallel visualization problem from a systems perspective, SGI has successfully built systems with terabytes of main memory, thousands of CPU processors, and dozens of GPUs. Parallel computation via the CPU in these systems have been easily harnessed to solve problems in fluid flow, crash analysis, weather modelling, and more. The visualization and GPGPU aspects of the systems have been much more difficult to harness as witnessed by the few applications that take advantage of parallel visualization and GPGPU techniques. Alan Commike, a co-PI and Principle Engineer at SGI, has been working with application developers and the GPU hardware architects to determine how to bring the capabilities of CPU-based parallelism to the GPU.
The issues with ubiquitous parallel visualization and computation using GPUs are numerous ranging from resource queries and logical partitioning to data sharing and the fundamentally different computational model of the GPU as compared with the CPU. SGI has built hardware capable of utilizing over 1000 GPUs concurrently, but have encountered software limitations with the various layers of infrastructure needed to drive these GPUs. These limitations have effectively limited systems to only a few dozen GPUs. These limitations are primarily due to a historical design of the GPU infrastructure where one or at most a few GPUs would be in a system. SGI's thrust in parallel visualization has been to increase the scalability of systems with multiple GPUs to equal that of CPU based systems. To that end, we have been working with the Open Source community and with proprietary driver code from ATI to identify and reduce system bottlenecks, resource contention, and simple coding errors assuming a limited number of GPUs. Initial work included changes to the Open Source XServer, DRI layer, and Linux kernel to enable multiple GPUs in a system to run independently. We see this work similar to CPU and I/O scalibility under Linux. The initial SGI Linux systems scaled to only 16 CPUs and a few hundred megabytes per second of disk I/O bandwidth. Current systems have been shown running under 1024 CPUs with over 10GB/s of disk I/O bandwidth. The scalability work is ongoing with current GPU scalability reaching 32 GPUs. We are striving to build globally addressable memory systems in the kilo-processor range with I/O and visualization capabilities to match.
Beyond scalability, our work will begin to move more towards the usability of parallel GPU systems. Some of this work that is applicable to this proposed SciDAC effort surrounds providing a more integrated programming model for GPUs. Today's multi-GPU Linux based systems, whether they are a 2-GPU desktop or a 32-GPU SGI system provide little capability to share data between GPUs. In essence, the GPUs are programmed as if they were in a distributed memory system even though they reside within reach of the memory fabric of a single system.
Research, Development and Deployment
This work aims to support ubiquitous parallel visualization capabilities in petascale systems by enabling the GPU to be used for visualization and general purpose computation as a peer to the CPU. We will provide this capability on traditional clusters, on constellations (clusters with fat nodes), and on SGI shared-memory systems. The SGI systems provide an integrated approach of compute, I/O, and visualization for terascale problems and can be used as a front end for petascale problems.
Our research tackles the problems of GPU virtualization, data movement between GPUs, and general GPU programming. The UC Davis team will concentrate on GPU programmability including data structures and virtualization of single GPU programs across multiple GPUs. Both the UC Davis team and SGI team will be developing methods to share data between GPUs. The UC Davis research will enable data to be shared across distributed memory systems while the SGI research will provide this capability within a shared memory system. The long-term goal of this research is to provide parity between CPU and GPU programming models to promote parallel visualization techniques and hybrid CPU-GPU algorithms.
This proposal addresses only a portion of the total infrastructure work that is needed to attain parity between CPU and GPU programming models. In addition to what is outlined here, SGI is augmenting the various proprietary infrastructure layers through internal funding. Some of these layers are in proprietary ATI driver code, others are in Linux kernel modules or the OpenGL API implementation. We have outlined here only the portions that will be made publicly available through the integration with existing open-source infrastructure layers. We have three main goals with this research:
1. Augment current graphics APIs for parallel GPU processing. Whether visualizing polygons and textures or doing general purpose compute on the GPU, OpenGL is the native cross-platform interface for GPU programming. The semantics of OpenGL treat each GPU as independent, which, in a parallel system, requires a distributed memory programming model. In closely-coupled systems such as two or four GPU desktops or large SGI shared memory systems, the distributed nature of the OpenGL programming language removes the possibility of easily sharing data across multiple GPUs within the same system. Without the ability to share data across GPUs, data bloat due to copies become unmanageable in large scale systems.
No vendor proposals to share subsets of GPU data have been widely adopted or comprehensive in nature. We address this problem by enhancing the OpenGL programming language with the appropriate syntax and semantics to enable data sharing across multiple GPUs. This includes geometric, texture, instruction, and framebuffer data objects. We will actively work with the OpenGL ARB to refine the OpenGL semantics for parallel visualization and implement these semantics in at least one system.
The ability to share data between GPUs in necessary for effective use of parallel systems, but is not sufficient. In today's parallel compute systems, the CPU is scheduled by the operating system with a shared memory pull-model of data movement through the main memory and cache hierarchy. The pull-model allows the CPU to directly issue load instructions to pull data in from system memory to the local on-chip caches. Data residing in shared memory can be pulled into any CPU that needs that data without a priori knowledge of where that data will be needed. In contrast, the GPU programming model is that of a distributed memory push-model. This requires both instruction and data streams to be programmatically and explictly loaded into each GPU. This research is intended to move the GPU closer to a peer of the GPU by adopting CPU pull-model programming techniques to the GPU.
2. Extend the GPU programming model to parallel systems. Low-level API and system support provides the basis for our next task, developing a GPU programming model for parallel systems. We divide this task into two subtasks: development of a memory model for the GPUs and development of GPU data structures and algorithms that work with this memory model.
Our data structure and algorithm work will use Glift as a basis (Section 2.4.1), specifically concentrating on the algorithm development that is currently missing from Glift together with understanding and supporting data structures and algorithms across multi-GPU and multi-node systems. This support, in turn, is intimately tied to the memory model we support.
We propose to use a distributed-shared memory model for small clusters of nodes and then tie the small clusters together with a distributed memory model. Such an approach can best concentrate processing power in the small clusters with a manageable cluster size, but also utilizes the well-established mechanisms for distributed memory management that are prevalent in today's large-scale visualization systems. The important contributions that we will make are to the understanding of how the GPU fits into this architecture in three steps: extending Glift data structures to the DSM memory model; adding algorithm support to Glift, first for single-GPU then for DSM; and finally, across the distributed memory model.
The end deliverable is a data structure and algorithm API for GPUs that can be extended from a single GPU to DSM and distributed-memory GPUs.
3. Promote the GPU to a first-class computing resource in hybrid systems. Our final task is to develop interfaces and techniques for the GPU to be easily used for computation. The two previous goals have been primarily concerned with making the GPU's contributions possible in a hybrid system. This point concentrates on making it usable by visualization programmers and professionals. We will pursue two major subtasks: common interfaces and load-balancing.
The previous task will develop interfaces that allow the GPU to be utilized in hybrid systems. This task will use the lessons from that effort to make common interfaces between CPU and GPU data structures and algorithms. In other words, the APIs for both will be the same, which will be necessary for the GPU to be a first-class resource in the system.
Only by having common interfaces can we accomplish our final task, load-balancing between CPUs and GPUs. The partitioning problem is a difficult one: how do we divide the work in a complex application between one or more CPUs and one or more GPUs? After our initial manual partitioning efforts in the previous task, we will first target static partitioning (compile-time identification and evaluation of program segments that can be transitioned to the GPU) and finally dynamic partitioning (combining static and dynamic analyses, and working with vendors to develop lightweight runtime analysis techniques) to allow optimal partitioning at runtime.
Parallel Visualization Tools
Parallel visualization tools are not generally available to working scientists even though impressive parallel rendering performance was achieved and published from time to time. The tools either have limited functionalities or only run on a particular class of machines. It is the Institute's mission to change this situation. We will develop and assemble well-engineered, usable software fully supportive of SciDAC application requirements for visualizing terascale and petascale simulations. The visualization tools must be scalable such that scientists would not need to switch to and learn new tools for tackling a data set at a different scale. The benchmarks we will make available to users will guide them to select the appropriate suite of tools for their data analysis and visualization tasks.
Our core research activities, as presented in Section 2.1-2.4, will produce the key technologies for us to build the next-generation visualization tools. We will also leverage the profound advanced visualization technololgies generated by the ASC Trilab effort. Through our established collaborations with several of the DOE laboratories and application scientists who have been participating in the SciDAC program, deployment of these new tools will be effectively facilitated.
Preliminary Studies
For the last three years the Los Alamos and Sandia National Laboratories have contributed extensively to both the VTK and ParaView open source software projects. Figure 2 .4 shows three visualization examples generated using Paraview. Sandia has contributed work in a myriad of areas. Some notable contributions include, the IceT parallel rendering library, D3 dynamic load balancing, SQUIRT image delivery and compression, Sandiame rendering, significant re-architecting of the rendering architecture (vtkPainters), and the addition of 'shader' support (Cg and GLSL). Sandia presented a joint tutorial with Kitware on parallel visualization at Supercomputing 2005 and has had several press releases with NVidia on the record setting scalable architecture and performance of ParaView. PI Ma has been working with the principal developer of VisIt (http://www.llnl.gov/visit), a free interactive parallel visualization and graphical analysis tool for viewing scientific data on Unix and PC platforms, to enhance VisIt's capability to render extremely large volume data on large clusers. They have demonstrated the visualization of a 27 billion element data set and promising scalability on large machines [6] . Experimenting the new parallel algorithm within VisIt allows us to immediately deploy it for the users.
Research, Development and Deployment
We have a tightly coupled research, development, and deployment plan for tools through our existing collaborations with DOE laboratories and SciDAC project teams as well as the proposed outreach program (see Section 3).
The visualization group at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) has offered ORNL/NLCF as a large scale testing center for the proposed Institute (see support letter). ORNL/NLCF will provide an excellent environment as a testing ground for various applications at the large scale because some of the largest datasets requiring visualization will be generated and will sit here at ORNL. The staff there has a strong desire to explore future technologies for further polishing and deployment. The combination of large datasets, facilities, application partners, and personnel provides an excellent environment to try out new large-scale parallel visualization algorithms for the Institute.
Over the past few years, both Ma and Shen have established extensive research collaborations with the visualization group at the Los Alamos National Laboratory. They have collectively developed several fundamental parallel rendering algorithms and interactive visualization techniques. One current project is to develop comparative visualization support for large-scale comoslogy simulations. They are extending the functionalities of Paraview, which runs on a cluster accelerated with graphics hardware to drive a 16-tile display wall for comparative visualization at high fidelity and interactivity. The Institute's research agenda can direclty benefit this project.
Argonne 
Outreach and Education
A unique aspect of the proposed Institute will be a funded dynamic outreach and education program. This program will be used to develop active collaborations with SciDAC Science Application teams and DOE laboratories as well as industry and researchers from oversea. For example, one mission will be to bring leading researchers in high-performance computing and visualization together with simulation scientists to focus on key problems in coupling parallel visualization into simulations. The other is to make recommendations to industry for revising hardware architecture designs to support large-scale visualization calculations.
The education component will be responsible for organizing tutorials, benchmarking software and hardware, and organizing summer training for students.
Outreach
The proposed institute-level outreach program will play a vital role in the exploitation and coordination of various visualization efforts and resources in the interest of the SciDAC community.
Visitor Program
Our team's expertise covers major aspects of parallel visualization technology but there are additional visualization technologies that will be useful to bring into the group. We also want a specific mechanism for helping other researchers, such as those who attempt to set up parallel visualization strategies in their laboratories or whose research programs would benefit from the visualization tools and expertise of the Institute. These goals will be achieved through several mechanisms that are part of a Visitor Program. The program will be designed to achieve several important objectives. It will expand existing linkages in the Institute, for example, by bringing in additional expertise on various topics. This additional expertise will be added on an as-needed-basis as the overall Institute program grows. Furthermore, by bringing new people with new perspectives into the mix of Institute researchers, the visitor program will enrich and broaden the Institue activities, leading to an influx of new ideas and concepts. Finally, the visitor program will serve as an important conduit for distributing tools, results, and expertise of the Institute members.
A funded visitor program must have a good management plan, be properly administered and have well defined goals and procedures. To assure a strong visitor program, the management will be oversight by the Advisory Board (see Section 6.2). For this reason, we will not begin having visitors until six months into the project during which time the Board of Advisors will be selected. The structure of the Visitor Program is outlined below.
The Visitor Program will consist of three types of visitor interactions:
1. On-site, focused interactions with one or more Institute groups. The visitors can be scientists, postdocs, and/or students. The typical length of visit will be 3-12 months and can easily accommodate summer visits. For example researchers with expertise in vector field visaulization could work with Institute researchers that are developing parallel flow visualization tools. 2. Researchers located off-site that collaborate closely with Institute groups. The type of person and length of collaboration will be similar to the on-site program. The concept is to allow people to remain at their home institutions where they have unique facilities that will contribute to the Institute. For example, the visitor program could fund an effort to build a simulation-time visualization prototype,n which require close collaboration between the developers of the simulation code and the visualization code. 3. Participants of workshops. Workshops will be an important outreach component to the Institute and provide hands-on-learning of the major visualization codes and analysis tools to a broad community. They will also provide a forum for focused, intensive activities between researchers. The workshops will be approximately a week, be held at UC Davis or on-site at one of the DOE labs, and be given annually. Attendees will work on both sample problems and their own targeted visualization interests. The topic of the workshop will be recommended by Institute members and approved by the Advisory Board, and the size of each workshop will be determined according to purpose of the workshop.
Potential participants in the visitor program will submit a two-page proposal that explains their technical project and collaboration with the institute researchers. The Institute's management will rank proposals. This ranking will be presented to the Board of Advisors who will provide final recommendations on funding visitor program participants.
An Institute home page will be created immediately after the project is funded. The visitor program will be advertised through this web page, email lists, as well as announcements at conferences. Quarterly Institute Newsletters will be distributed to subscribed members from the SciDAC community.
Education
Complementing the outreach program is a comprehensive education program. We plan to organize tutorials and summer schools each year to educate potential users of advanced visualization technology. These activities will help us more quickly disseminate the new technology we will put together. The other service we will provide to the user community is to assess and publish the performance of parallel visualization software systems on a variety of parallel architectures. We will design and generate benchmarks, which will provide users, both scientistis and visualization specialists, a basis to choose software and hardware systems according to their needs and accessible resources. Benchmarking requires a substantial amount of resources to perform and thus can only be accomplished with the proposed Institute level effort. Benchmarks will be published at the Institute home page and updated in a regular basis.
Tutorials and Summer Schools
We will offer tutorials on large-scale data visualization and convey new concepts to do visualization at the annual Supercomputing Conference and SIAM Conference on Parallel Processing for Scientific Computing. Our team has a strong track record on organizing and teaching tutorials in these major professional meetings. Through the interaction with the attendees of these tutorials, we will also be able to learn about new visualization requirements and new applications.
Summer schools will be offered from the second year of the project. The purpose of summer school is to, for example, tools such as Paraview. The attendees of the school will be students of application scientists and members of the visualization teams at DOE laboratories. The other school will target university students who are participating in the development of parallel visualization technology. The school will teach students about parallel visualization fundamental, parallel programming and GPU programming, extending the functionalities of parallel visualization tools that have already been deployed, etc. The school will recruit lecturers who are experts in these areas.
Benchmarks
To create usable large-scale data visualization strategies in a high performance computing environment, it is important to understand the complex interaction among parallel visualization software and hardware, parallel file systems and networks. Due to the diverse user needs and evolving software and hardware technologies, we are in need of a suite of benchmarks guiding both visualization developers and users. The Institute will thus lead a cohesive effort to develop a system of benchmarking that will (i) help our users to better understand the technology of parallel visualization from different perspectives, (ii) become a focal point for documenting and disseminating cutting-edge parallel visualization software and hardware technologies, and (iii) encourage and facilitate healthy competitions among the community of parallel visualization.
Serving User Communities. To serve our user communities, the Institute will become an accountable source of information and consulting service. To different users, system performance means very different things. To scientists dealing with petascale data, the key is the overall time measured from completing data generation till obtaining analysis results. To system administrators, the critical mission is to procure, configure and fine tune a production system to meet performance requirements for their users. Not only the system must deliver the desired performance, but also must users be able to obtain maximum utilization of the system. Unfortunately, neither group has the adequate technical background to predict whether a system could potentially meet their goals or not.
Our Institute is uniquely positioned to pool expertise from universities as well as national laboratories to address needs of our user communities. Over the years, the use of real-world applications as the benchmark has been widely adopted. After all, to meet user needs is the ultimate goal. Our Institute will pursue a similar approach. We will collect, evaluate, test and finally package highly portable software developed by industry partners as well as the research community and produce testing suites that captures the entire pipeline starting from data sources and ending with visual results displayed to the users.
The benchmarking suites will be published in a way such that anyone can run similar tests to update the benchmarks with a detailed description of the system configuration. In addition, the Institute will dedicate significant resource to document each testing suite as a case study. It is often more informative for a user to look at a description of other people's practice including the achieved performance and then try to evaluate the numerical benchmarking results.
Finally, we will create a parfallel visualization benchmarks sites resembling the well-known "Top 500 Supercomputer Sites." We will develop and maintain a list of "Top Ten Parallel Visualization Systems", organized in the following categories: volume rendering, polygon rendering, and feature extraction. The hardware platforms may include parallel supercomputer, large-scale clusters with GPU acceleration, multiprocessor shared-memory machines, and networked/distributed heterogeneous computers. Serving Research and Development Communities. Optimal performance is hard to achieved for parallel visualization because every stage of the visualization pipeline must be optimized and coordinated with other stages. It generally takes a team effort to build an end-to-end parallel visualization pipeline.
To foster a synergistic growth of the parallel visualization community, The institute will also develop a framework allowing individual groups to submit benchmarking suites for all components in the end-to-end parallel visualization pipeline. Each suite must first pass our portability tests before being published. Unlike other efforts in the field which focus on developing optimal and general interfaces between all stages of a visualization pipeline (a very ambitious and noteworthy mission), here we take a very practical approach. We only require that each suite has clearly defined interfaces that are well documented, since the targeted audience already has the adequate technical backgrounds. By doing so, we achieve two important goals: (i) we are able to assess the impact of individual algorithms and implementation to the entrire parallel visualization pipeline with respect to a particular computing environment; and (ii) the standardization will allow not only users to accurately compare different options but also software and hardware designers to evaluate design choices.
Specifically, the Institute will maintain benchmarking suites for the following modules: large-data I/O under various patterns of data access; reduction in data movement due to data culling, compression, and multi-resolution; parallel acceleration using various load-balancing schemes and on different parallel platforms (local and distributed); GPU accelerations for various visualization tasks as well as tradeoffs on differently configured (CPU/Memory/Graphics) systems; and parallel visualization using systems with frameworks such as Chromium. With all benchmarks, we will run robustness, scalability and portability tests. All open-source benchmarks be published with sample implementations using those benchmark libraries. Any research group would be able to download those modules to use with their research development code. The Institute will also maintain a responsitory for distributing test data sets and visualization samples from SciDAC simulations.
Schedule and Milestones

Budget Summary
To be written after all budget and justification pages are collected.
Team and Management Plan
The lead PI, Professor Kwan-Liu Ma, will oversee the entire project including the outreach and education components. The Institute will be organized around four directorates: Visualization Algorithms (Leader: Shen), Systems (Leader: Humphreys), Applications (Leader: Ross), and Tools (Leader: Wylie). Figure 6 .1 displays the organization of the Institute. Within each directorate, there will be subgroups built around key technology/application areas. Directorate leaders assist the lead PI to coordinate activities within the Institute as well as with other SciDAC CETs and SAPs. Specifically, these leaders will also keep track of advancements in their areas, support linkages between areas, look for new opportunities to link between task areas and with external groups that could participate in the Visitor Program. Each directorate will hold bi-monthly teleconference meetings particapted by the lead PI. The Institute will hold review meetings twice a year.
Note that the visualiza- tion group at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory has expressed a strong desire to provide ORNL/NLCF to the proposed Institute as a testing environment for various applications at the large scale. This offer is highly mutual beneficial. For ORNL, their satff has the mission to explore future technologies for further polishing and deployment. The benefit for the Institute is that some of the largest datasets requiring visualization will be generated and sit at ORNL. The combination of large datasets, facilities, application partners, and personnel provides an excellent environment to try out new large-scale parallel visualization algorithms for the Institute. We believe other DOE laboratories will have a similar interest.
Team Competency
We have put together a team of leading experts in parallel computing and large data visualization. An indication of the research excellency and qualification of the PIs can be given by the number of prestigious awards they have recieved: One NSF PECASE award, three NSF CAREER awards, and four DOE Early Career PI awards among them. Alan Commike is the principal engineer at SGI. He is responsible for setting the technical direction of the graphics and visualization product line for SGI. This includes developing new technologies as well as enhancing existing technologies for both the hardware and software products. Jian Huang is an assistant Professor of computer science at the University of Tennessee at Knoxville. He received a DOE Early Career PI award. His research has been in large data visualization and distributed visualization, and he has established several collaborative projects with ORNL. Greg Humphreys is an assistant professor of computer science at the University of Virginia. He received an NSF CAREER award. He is the principal architect of, Chromium, which is the most widely used open-source parallel graphics system. Kwan-Liu Ma, the lead PI of this proposal, is a professor of computer science at the University of California at Davis.
He received an NSF CAREER award and an NSF PECASE award. He has done extensive work in parallel visualization and large data visualization. He has been actively parcipating in several SciDAC projects. Nelson Max is a research scientist at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and also a professor of computer science at the University of California at Davis. He has developed several fundamental rendering algorithms for the visualization of irregular-grid data. John Owens is an assistant professor of electrical and computer engineering at the University of California at Davis. He received a DOE Early Career PI award. His research has been primarily in graphics hardware and GPGPU. Robert Ross is a computer scientist at the Argonne National Laboratory. He received a DOE Early Career award for Scientists and Engineers. His researcdh is primarily in parallel I/O. Han-Wei Shen is an associate professor of computer science at the Ohio State University. He received both a NSF CAREER award and a DOE Early Career PI awards. His research has been in time-varying data visualization and vector-field visualization. Brian Wylie is ...
Advisory Board
An Institute Advisory Board (IAB) composed of application scientists, visualization specialists at DOE laboratories, and high-performance computing professionals from both industry and academia will be formed during the first year. The IAB members will meet once a year to evaluate the Institue's accomplishments in all categories and provide advice to the Institute. The IAB members will also be asked twice a year to review member applications and plans for outreach activities such as workshop and tutorial proposals.
